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The PlayStation 2 game console was released in 2000. Although it was technically surpassed by the PlayStation 3, the PS2 will still be strong, and even surpassed the PS3 during the first few years of its release. Although it's an old console, you can use a wireless controller with a PlayStation 2. Each PS2 wireless controller, regardless of brand, will have a
rectangular receiver shape. Connect this receiver to the PlayStation 2 controller ports on the front of the console. If you're using a multi-tap extension, plug the receiver into the controller ports with a lot of touch. Some PlayStation 2 wireless controllers can only be used with one wireless controller, so check the owner's manual if you want to use more than two
wireless controllers in the extension port with a big push. Once the receivers are connected, turn on the PS2 by pressing the green power button in the upper right-right upper right-right to the top right of the console. When the console turns on, PlayStation 2 will start to menu mode because it hasn't detected your controller yet. You'll see a hint asking you to
plug in the controller. Since PlayStation 2 doesn't have rechargeable controllers, you'll need to use either two AA batteries or four AAA batteries for your wireless controller. Once the batteries are inserted, find the Switch button for the controller. This location will vary depending on the model, but it is usually located between two analog sticks or between the
shoulder buttons at the top of the controller. Once the controller has been turned on, PlayStation 2 recognizes the controller and any game in the disk tray will start automatically. So you want to break out of PlayStation 1 or PlayStation 2 for some retro goodness games, but want to keep some of the modern amenities we take for granted. Using wireless
controllers on the PS1 and PS2 shouldn't be a hassle, but there are several ways to go about it. We detail two of the best ways we found to bring wireless controllers for the PS1 and PS2 below. Best wireless controller for PS1 and PS2: Use the PS3 controller on PS1 and PS2 The best way to ditch cords on the PS1 or PS2 is to simply use the PS3 controller.
Since it has the same classic profile as dualShock 1 and 2, dualShock 3 is a great way to control the PS1 or PS2 without annoying cords, while keeping the same feeling as using an official controller. Unfortunately, Sony has never released the official PS3 for the PS1 or PS2 adapter. This meant for years you really had no choice if you wanted to control an
old Sony console wirelessly. Fortunately, there is a very affordable key now that makes pairing the PS3 CONTROLLER with a PS1 or PS3 snap. Brook USB Super USB allows you to use PS3 and PS4 controllers on both PS1 and PS2. You can buy it on Amazon or eBay and it sells for $39.99 at the time of writing. Who to who The Brook USB adapter on the
PS1 or PS2, you have to make sure that the switch on top of the adapter switches to the PS2. Then you just have to plug it into the controller port on your system and turn it on. When the power console is on you will notice a red LED glowing on the adapter. After that, simply connect the PS3 or PS4 controller to the adapter using a USB cord. Once attached,
press the PS button on the controller and it will be paired with the adapter. Once you pair the controller with the Brooke adapter, you're good to go. You can disable it and from then on it will be paired with the adapter as long as the console is on. You'll even have a vibe on the titles that support it, and you don't have to worry about any further installation.
Runner-Up Wireless Controller for PS1 and PS2: Buy a third-party controllerIf you want to go a little cheaper for your wireless solution, you can get third-party wireless controllers that work with ps1 and PS2. One of the most popular (and less expensive) controllers on Amazon is the Blue Lake Performance Twin Shock for PS2. It gets good reviews but I
would be careful. With the Brook adapter, you get the advantage of actually getting used by the original Sony regulators. When you go full-party for the controller and adapter, however, it's Wild West. You'll find a wide variety of quality and reliability among the sheer number of third-party PS2 wireless controllers. A modern third-party controller may be worth
checking out, but you'd better skip the models that were around during the PS1 and PS2 were released. It may well have been some decent wireless controllers around in the late 1990s and early 2000s, but I don't remember. These were the days when third-party controllers were pretty much just fit for a kid you really didn't want to use. Not only were third-
party controllers almost generally much less reliable when the PS1 and PS2 were new, but they also almost certainly degraded sitting in any warehouse and closet they've had for the last decade or two. What is the best wireless controller for PS1 and PS2? I personally prefer Brooke's USB adapter paired with dualShock 3 to play on PS1 and PS2. I don't
think any third-party controller beats the reliability and feel of Sony's OEM controller. The combo above may cost a little more than a generic wireless controller and key, but it has more utility and is much more likely to serve you without problems for years to come. GameRevolution is a member of Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate
advertising program designed to provide sites with the means to receive advertising fees through advertising and links to Amazon.com. The original PlayStation 2 controller is still a sturdy and well-built controller to today's standards. even better, they may now be at a fraction of the cost of the controller with Quality. Today we're bringing this 15-year-old
controller back from the dead and turning it into a Bluetooth controller by building its Bluetooth adapter! Check out this quick video to demonstrate the adapter and running out all the steps below from start to finish. Click here to watch on YouTube We'll use Arduino Nano to get PS2 controller signals from the PS2 controller port. These signals are then
translated to Bluetooth HID signals, which are then sent to our Bluetooth HID module. The Bluetooth module I'll be using is the HC-05 with RN-42 HID firmware (see my other Instructable on how to flash HID sprouts on HC-05). You can also use other HID modules, such as RN-42 HID, BlueSMiRF HID or BlueFruit. We'll also add an NFC tag inside the
adapter to click on the pair with the NFC enabled mobile device. Here's the full list of parts we need: Arduino Nano HC05 (with HID PR), or an alternative Bluetooth MODULE HID USB port (to generate energy from Power Cube), or an alternative external power source PS2 port controller (see, where I saved mine below) LED resistors: 1k, 10k, 100k, 200k
ohms NFC writeable tag Case to fit all componentsGde buy-to-let gear: Testing gear: I always try to save components from non-existent devices. Here's an old PlayStation (PSX) for USB adapter that no longer has driver support for current operating systems. We will gut the internal organs of the adapter, but save one of the controller ports, the LED and the
outer body. This Bluetooth HC05 module we use does not include a whiteboard. We'll have to snum a few pieces of free wires on the following pins: TX, RX, VDD, GND, PIO7 and PIO5 (see chart). Tape up the wire with electrical tape to support. We need to set up the Bluetooth module as a HID controller with Arduino Nano. For the firmware RN42 based on
HID Bluetooth modules, here are steps to take (a link to the manufacturer's guide to any other firmware) :D owned and download the following program in Arduino: program installs serial communication channel software on digital contacts D2 and D3 using baud speed 9600.After the program was downloaded, Follow the schematic chart to connect the
Bluetooth module with Arduino.Then connect Arduino to the computer and enter the following commands into the serial monitor: $$$ (delivers the Bluetooth module in command mode; the status of the LED will flash quickly in this mode) SF,1 (factory settings reset) S',6 (set HID mode) SN, (sets the name of the device) SH,0210 (sets the device ,96 (sets the
default speed to 9600) R.1 (reboot Bluetooth module)After we have a Bluetooth module set up, we can rewrite Arduino with a program that will receive PS2 controller signals from the controller port, convert them into a zlt; signals, and send them to the Bluetooth chip. Connect Arduino on its own, then download the following program and download it to
Arduino: schematic chart to connect ps2 controller port, Bluetooth module and USB power port to Ardudu.Plug in PS2 controller and paired with Bluetooth-enabled device to give it a test. Use the Bluetooth controller testing app (such as the Game Controller Test app for Android) to check that all buttons and both analog sticks are functioning properly. After
checking the controller to work as intended, we must fit all the components inside the building. My case originally had two slots for two controller ports, of which I am now using only one. So I cut out a piece of plastic card to fill the cavity of the unused slot and exposed the USB power port through it. Use hot glue to keep all the components in place. Tape the
NFC tag to the back of the case and then close the case. To turn the pair down, we need to write a pair team on the NFC tag. Power the module with Power Cube (or external power source of choice). Then using a smartphone, pair with an adapter in the phone's Bluetooth settings. Using an nfc app like NXP's TagWriter, create a new Bluetooth dataset.
Choose our adapter and then tag to write a data set. When this is completed, we will be able to click to connect and touch again to disconnect from the device. That's all! Pair with any Bluetooth-enabled device and enjoy!---Y would like to thank Bill Porter and his PlayStation 2 Controller Arduino library, which we used to read the controller inputs in the Arduino
code. His blog can be found here. If you liked this Instructable, you might like some of my other projects! You can check them out on my YouTube channel. New projects every Thursday! See you next week! Week!
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